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Roger Fletcher is one of the pioneers and leading �gures in nonlinear opti�
mization� He is the �F� of both DFP and BFGS quasi�Newton methods� and
the �Fletcher� of Fletcher�Reeves nonlinear conjugate gradient method� Not
to mention his many other sustained and fundamental achievements� his recent
pioneering ��lter� approach with Sven Ley�er renovated the algorithm design
in nonlinear optimization once again� His famous books� Practical Methods of
Optimization �Volumes I and II�� have deeply in�uenced both the optimization
community and the applied sciences� Due to his illustrious accomplishments�
he was awarded the prestigious Dantzig Prize in �		
 jointly by SIAM and
the Mathematical Programming Society� He is also a Fellow of the Royal So�
ciety and of the Institute of Mathematics and its Applications� It is really my
pleasure to interview him particularly about the topic of nonlinear conjugate
gradient and quasi�Newton methods� thanks to the idea of Jorge Nocedal�

�� As a start� can you brie�y recall the situation of function minimization
before �����s	

Remember� I only �nished my PhD in �	��� mostly not doing optimiza�
tion� But there were the Simplex method for LP� steepest descent� se�
quential penalty functions� and Levenberg�Gauss�Newton�

� 
The Computer Journal� published many early and important papers on
optimization algorithms� including Fletcher and Powell ������� Fletcher
and Reeves ����� and Fletcher ������� In the same journal and also in
����� however� you and your PhD supervisor� C� M� Reeves� published
another paper on algebraic di�erentiation� My questions are� when and
where did you obtain your degrees and what were your majors	 Did this
background of yours provide helps in the invention of algorithms	

I received my �rst degree from Cambridge University in �	��� in Natural
Sciences� majoring in Theoretical Physics� I �nd this background helps
a lot when talking to users of optimization� and has in�uenced my opin�
ions on what aspects of mathematics are �useful� and what are less so�
I received my PhD in �	�� from Leeds University which had one of the
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few early computer laboratories to be established in a university� centered
around a Ferranti Pegasus computer� Colin Reeves supervised my work on
a project to develop methods for computing molecular wavefunctions� It
involved many interesting topics such as numerical eigensolutions� sym�
bolic automatic di�erentiation� tensor algebra and groups� and latterly
optimization� The resulting code was one of the forerunners of the large
scale packages now used in quantum chemistry� Of course� the ideas were
fed to me by Colin Reeves� my input was mainly in getting the programs
to work� Certainly this helped my subsequent work in writing optimiza�
tion codes�

�� The circulation of the paper of Davidon ������ was not good at that time�
How did you get its copy and how did you feel its potential	

Davidon issued his famous Argonne National Laboratories report in �	�	�
I don�t know who received copies� but I was lucky that Colin Reeves
somehow got one and passed it on to me� I coded it and realized it was
able to solve problems substantially faster than steepest descent� Mike
Powell also got a copy and also realized its potential� Davidon�s report
was presented in a very unusual way� and Mike was able to extract the
essential feature that was involved� We pooled our experience and added
some more theory� leading to the DFP paper�

�� When and where did you meet Mike Powell and then you started the
cooperation that led to the famous paper in ����	 How did you know
Powell at that time	

Mike presented a seminar at Leeds� and changed his title at the last
moment to describe his experiences with Davidon�s method� He found
that I was also working on the method� hence the subsequent cooperation�
I didn�t know Mike previous to that�

�� In his paper of symmetric rank�one in ����� Davidon said� 
The author
is indebted to R� Fletcher and M� J� D� Powell for their contributions
to the development of these basic ideas and for their having made the
original method more accessible to others�� On the other hand� yourself
and Powell each dedicated a paper to Davidon on the occasion of his ��th
birthday �see Math� Program�� Ser� B� Vol� ��� No� �� ������ Would
you like to talk more about Powell and Davidon	

I have the greatest respect for both of them� Mike�s in�uence on opti�
mization and approximation theory has been immense� both in developing
algorithms� and in establishing the underlying theory� I like very much
that he is �rmly concentrated on the ultimate aim of �nding what works
best and on making it available to users� Davidon brought the intuition
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of a theoretical physicist to bear� and his ideas were very innovative� I
enjoyed the company of both of them� and remember many happy outings
on the hills in Scotland�

�� The year ���� witnessed the prosperity of quasi�Newton study� In this
year� C� G� Broyden in Wales� yourself �at Harwell at that time�� D�
Goldfarb in New York and D� F� Shanno in Chicago proposed one quasi�
Newton method simultaneously� which was called the BFGS method later
and is now generally believed to be the most e�cient quasi�Newton method�
Can you brie�y describe the approaches by which four of you proposed the
method	 When did BFGS get its name	

Broyden saw that the method was one of a one parameter family of meth�
ods� I found the method from the Sherman�Morrison formula via a sym�
metry �duality� argument� Goldfarb established it by a variational prin�
ciple� I don�t remember Shanno�s reasoning� but it was certainly di�erent
again� I don�t remember when the acronym BFGS �rst came into use�


� Can you concisely explain to us why BFGS outperforms DFP	

I think the paper by Mike Powell on �How bad are the BFGS and DFP
methods when the function is quadratic�� sheds the most light on this
issue� But my �very limited� experience with formulae outside the convex
class indicates that one can possibly improve on BFGS by small amounts�
and still retain positive de�nite Hessians�

�� How is the relationship between you and the B� G and S	

I know them all well and respect their work greatly� But I have not done
any joint research with them�

	� Now� my questions turn to conjugate gradient �CG�� At �rst� could you
brie�y mention the CG study before your another seminal work jointly
with C� M� Reeves in ���	

There were various publications on CG for Ax � b� in particular the
celebrated Hestenes and Stiefel paper�

��� By which chance did you and C� M� Reeves� your PhD supervisor� melt
the two important contents� linear CG method and line search technique�
resulting in the birth of the Fletcher�Reeves nonlinear CG method	

Colin Reeves was writing lecture notes on CG for Ax � b and realised that
the line search aspect of the DFP method could be used to extend CG to
solve nonquadratic optimization problems� Since I had a line search code
I was able to follow this idea up for him by making some computations�
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��� Can you talk about your PhD supervisor� Professor C� M� Reeves	

He was a student of Boys at Cambridge who worked on molecular wave�
functions� He worked for a research group at ICI on theoretical chemistry
for a short time� before coming to Leeds shortly before I did� He later
moved into computer science at Keele University and I rather lost touch�
He was a very innovative person and his move to CS was a great loss to
numerical analysis�

�� How did you look at the Fletcher�Reeves method after its proposition	

It was clear early on that DFP and BFGS were superior to FR on small
and medium sized problems� Both the FR and DFP methods were a
signi�cant improvement on steepest descent� and so attracted favourable
comments�

��� What comments have you about the nonlinear CG method currently� par�
ticularly for large problems	

I have very little experience in using CG on large problems� Many large
problems are solved more e�ectively using sparse matrix factors� Also
CG doesn�t �t comfortably with inequality constrained problems� Pre�
conditioning can help� but �nding a good preconditioner is not straight�
forward� I can only envisage using �preconditioned� CG when nothing
else is practicable� This means large problems� for which the Hessian is
usually ill�conditioned� Getting even six �gures of accuracy in the gradi�
ents is usually quite a challenge� But the relationship � � G��� indicates
that the accuracy in the variables might be much less� Unfortunately
there�s no easy way to check this out since if one could determine the
solution accurately� one would use this technique in preference to CG� On
the other hand� the occurrence of superlinear convergence in a Newton or
quasi�Newton method is a good indication of an accurate solution�

��� When I typed 
Roger Fletcher� in the search engine of scholar google� the
�rst item appeared is your work on conjugate gradient methods for inde��
nite linear systems in ����� which has highly been cited by the community
of numerical linear algebra� Can you list some of your most important
papers or books	

I have over �� publications in my CV� Most of them seemed interesting
at the time� Fashions change� and what seems important today may not
be so in ten years time�

��� Very recently� for the better use of �lter technique �another original tech�
nique proposed by yourself and Sven Ley�er in ����� in sequential quadratic
programming� you turned back to quasi�Newton and proposed a hybrid of
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BFGS and SR� with interesting properties �see Fletcher ������ To which
extent are you not satis�ed with the current state of nonlinear CG and
quasi�Newton	 Would you like to comment about or predict what the pic�
ture of nonlinear CG and quasi�Newton should be twenty years later	

There is some evidence that the SR� method converges faster than BFGS�
especially when line searches are not used �say in a trust region context��
However there is the problem of retaining a positive de�nite Hessian with
SR�� My proposal in ��� enables one to stay closer in a sense to SR��
whilst retaining de�niteness� The low rank aspect enables the update to
be used e�ciently for large scale NLP when the dimension of the null
space is small� However� I �nd it very hard to envisage signi�cant new
ideas in nonlinear CG and quasi�Newton methods�

��� To broaden the topic to the whole mathematical programming� which di�
rections or unsolved problems are you mostly interesting in presently	

Nonlinear Complementarity and MPECs has interested me recently� but
currently I�m still working on methods for NLP� I�d like to get back to
working more on applications at some time�

�
� In addition to invent high�performance algorithms� you were also deeply
involved in the production of high�quality software at AERE Harwell� Can
you recall the circumstances when you were at Harwell	 When and how
did you come to Dundee	

I worked at Harwell from �	�	 to �	
�� in company with Mike Powell
and others� But Harwell was becoming commercialised so I took the
opportunity to move back into academia� and join the very strong NA
group at Dundee� I have been very happy here�

��� Would you like to present a full list of your PhD students	 How many
PhD students from Asia do you have	

I don�t keep records on this� but here is a list of students with whom I
have published joint papers�

Bill Bradbury �MSc�� Tony McCann �MSc�� Mike Hebden� Shirley Lill�
Mike Jackson� Jim Sinclair� Rob Womersley� Paul Matthews� Mehi Al�
Baali� Chenxian Xu� Eduardo Sainz de la Maza� Julian Hall� Sven Ley�er�
Suliman Al�Homidan� Eric Chin�

Al�Baali is Syrian� Xu is Chinese� Al�Homidan is Saudi and Chin is
Malaysian�

�	� Would you like to talk about your own family background	 What kind of
in�uence did you receive from your family so that you became a scientist	
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I was brought up in the austere times of the second world war and its
aftermath� My father was killed in the war� My family was not well o��
but were very supportive for me to make the most of my opportunities in
life� I was lucky to attend a very good state �grammar� school which en�
couraged students to progress into university� I gained a state scholarship
which enabled me to do this�

�� What are your hobbies	 Some people nicknamed optimization algorithms
hill�climbing algorithms� Do you think whether your hobby of hill�climbing
is helpful to your optimization research	

I used to play chess at Cambridge and before that I played top board
for the England junior side on one occasion� But I gave it up when I
found I was being beaten by young players of half my age� I took up
with bridge during my PhD and still play regularly� I have long been
interested in music� and can play guitar� piano and clarinet� not very
well� and not in public� Yes� I�m very keen on hill�walking and Scotland
and the North of England is the ideal place to do it� Familiarization
with maps� contours� local maxima and saddle points certainly helps in
visualizing optimization techniques� But it doesn�t help very much in
understanding the complexity of high dimensional space�

�� To round o� the interview� what are the most important spirits for doing
scienti�c researches do you think	

Famous Grouse�� Alternatively� treat everything you read about with
some scepticism� and be prepared to follow your own intuition� But be
willing to change your mind when it becomes clear that other ideas have
been demonstrated to be superior� And in Numerical Analysis� watch for
what the numbers are telling you�

The above interview with Roger Fletcher has provided us with many details
about the invention of nonlinear CG and quasi�Newton algorithms� together
with his own comments about the past� present and future of the two kinds
of classical optimization methods� The physics background of the DFP and
Fletcher�Reeves methods is fascinating� which has deeply in�uenced Roger
Fletcher�s opinions on what aspects of mathematics are �useful� and what are
less so� From the interview� we also learn that although not coming from a
wealthy family� he was able to progress to very good school and university
education through his own e�orts and the far sighted policy of the government
and �nally became a famous �nger of varies powers� Besides his illustrious
academic accomplishments� his subtlety of discerning things� his manner in
doing researches� his way of getting with professions and his tact in answering
questions all are very impressive and worth borrowing�
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